The generally anonymous authors of the texts that describe the rites of the Hittite state cult were practical men. 1 Laconically they set forth the procedures to be followed and wasted few words explicating or justifying either the ceremonies or the individual ritual actions of which they were composed. Thus in our consideration of the meaning and function of blood in Hittite religious practice, 2 we cannot avail ourselves of any clear statement of native belief analogous to that found for Israel in the Hebrew Bible: "For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and I have given it to you for making atonement for your lives on the altar; for, as life, it is the blood that makes atonement. " 3 Nonetheless, Hittite compositions of various genres do contain passages revealing that in Ḫ atti blood (ešḫ ar 4 ) was recognized as the carrier of life and strength. Conversely, its presence was taken as an index of mortality. In a legendary account of the campaigns conducted in Anatolia by the Sargonic king Narām-Sîn, the ruler commands that a scout be dispatched to perform the following test on terrifying beings encountered by his forces:
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The generally anonymous authors of the texts that describe the rites of the Hittite state cult were practical men. 1 Laconically they set forth the procedures to be followed and wasted few words explicating or justifying either the ceremonies or the individual ritual actions of which they were composed. Thus in our consideration of the meaning and function of blood in Hittite religious practice, 2 we cannot avail ourselves of any clear statement of native belief analogous to that found for Israel in the Hebrew Bible: "For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and I have given it to you for making atonement for your lives on the altar; for, as life, it is the blood that makes atonement. " 3 Nonetheless, Hittite compositions of various genres do contain passages revealing that in Ḫ atti blood (ešḫ ar 4 ) was recognized as the carrier of life and strength. Conversely, its presence was taken as an index of mortality. In a legendary account of the campaigns conducted in Anatolia by the Sargonic king Narām-Sîn, the ruler commands that a scout be dispatched to perform the following test on terrifying beings encountered by his forces:
When he proceeds to pierce(!) them with a spear and cut them with a blade(?)-if [blood] spurts forth from them, they are human, and I shall go against them (in battle). If blood does not spurt forth from them, they are deities, and I will not go against them. 5 In the course of an "induction ceremony" into the Hittite army, wine is poured out on the ground before the soldiers concerned, and the officiant addresses them:
Abbreviations employed here are those of The Hittite Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (1980-). 1. Although women play an important role as participants in some festivals, we have no evidence for female scribes in Ḫ atti. For a general discussion of the religious observance of the Hittite state, see V. Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 674-95.
2. Much of the relevant material has been collected by V. It is not merely some of their blood, but the very life that it represents, that rebellious troops will forfeit.
Blood's connotation of "vigor" or "strength" is evident in the metaphorical expression "drink the blood" (ešḫ ar eku-), which means "weaken (transitive). " In his bilingual "Political Testament, " King Ḫ attušili I justifies before his courtiers the harsh terms under which he had banished his daughter: Metonymically, the noun "blood" can denote the act of "murder" or "bloodshed, " and the phrase ešḫ ar iya-(literally "do or make blood") 8 is best translated as "shed blood, commit murder. " 9 Another excerpt from the text just quoted well illustrates the latter usage. Here the king discusses the odious behavior of his nephew and former adopted son and heir:
His mother is a snake. Henceforth he will always heed (first) the words of his mother, and of his brothers and sisters. And when he draws near, it will be to take vengeance that he approaches! cry out for divine retribution, and we read that the gods indeed exacted revenge (ešḫ ar šanḫ ir, lit. "sought blood") from the murderer of Muršili I. 12 But it was not always the perpetrator alone who was punished by supernatural forces. More than two hundred years later another royal prince was physically eliminated, with the result "that this murder (lit. 'blood') further wiped out Ḫ atti. "
UTU-i kiš-an te-ez-zi iš-ḫ ar-wa ku-it ma-ak-kiš-ta iš-ḫ a-aḫ -ru-šu-wa

13
It was obviously imperative that this "blood"-perhaps best rendered in such contexts as "bloodguilt"-be removed from the offender, from Hittite society as a whole, and from the land itself. The "Ritual of Blood" 14 is the suggested remedy for the murder of a prince, but unfortunately we know this rite only by title. We do possess, however, the text of an elaborate ritual for ridding a household of "evil pollution, perjury, bloodguilt, curse, transgression, intimidation, tears, and sin. " 15 The practitioner of this ceremony addresses the chthonic deities: "May you take whatever evil bloodguilt is within and give it to the deity responsible for blood. " 16 Elsewhere in the same composition the Dark Earth, or underworld, 17 is implored to "swallow the bloodguilt, " 18 along with other negative influences.
Already in Ḫ atti's earliest years we encounter the idea that the taint-or perhaps the threat-of bloodshed could be banished to beneath the earth's surface. In an Old Hittite purificatory ritual the officiant recites: "I have just buried their sickness, bloodguilt, evil, and fear for the king, the queen, and their children in Ḫ attuša. "
19
The lexeme ešḫ ar appears most frequently in Hittite ritual within just such groups of miscellaneous evils to be neutralized, but we have no evidence that physical human or animal blood was in fact manipulated in this connection. Similarly, no actual blood need be present for the recitation of the "Incantation of Blood" (ešḫ anaš ŠIPAT), which was invoked "when a woman is [giving birth] and her bleeding is inhibited. " 20 And when an animal substitute is magically identified with a patient through the matching of various constituents of their two bodiesincluding blood 21 -it is unlikely that any vital fluid was really spilt. In these latter two instances, of course, ešḫ ar bears only its primary anatomical meaning.
We may now consider the functional role of blood and its manipulation in Hittite cult. Students of ancient religion have tended to downplay the importance of blood in Hittite worship and magic, 22 If we restrict ourselves to those ritual contexts in which the word "blood" (ešḫ ar) or its derivative "make bloody" (ešḫ arnumāi-) 23 are employed, the relevant sources are indeed rather sparse. Symptomatic of this situation is the fact that in only one of the hundreds of attestations of the verb "libate; sacrifice; dedicate" (išpant-/šipant-) does ešḫ ar appear as its object.
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But E. Laroche recognized that the Hurrian lexeme zurki, thus far attested only as a borrowed technical term in Hittite-language contexts, also means "blood. "
25 All of the relevant material belongs to the late strand of cult that the Hittites imported from Kizzuwatna (later Cilicia), 26 a region that in the middle of the second millennium was home to a culture displaying strong Hurrian and Luwian influences. Numerous passages mention a "zurkiRitual"-(SISKUR) zurkiyaš/zurkianza-but neglect to describe the proceedings. We do, however, have a list of materials required for a performance of this ceremony, including "one lamb or one kid, " 27 a requirement that strongly suggests that an animal is slaughtered in the course of the event.
We also read that the zurki rite could be carried out with a bird, 28 a kid, 29 an ox, a sheep, 30 or "with broiled (meat). " 31 Finally, 32 we find the hybrid Hurrian/Hittite construction uziya zurkiya šipant-, "make a meat and a blood offering. " 33 This synecdochcal designation of animal sacrifice as "blood offering" indicates that the vital liquid occupied a prominent role in the religious conceptions of those performing the operation.
To judge by the facts that no special precautions against defilement or contamination are called for in the handling of blood in sacrifice, and that its consumption by humans is never enjoined or even restricted, the Hittites seem to have attributed no particular numinous quality to this fluid in and of itself. Its role in ordinary animal offerings was apparently merely a natural feature of what A. L. Oppenheim called the "care and feeding of the gods. " 34 In general, the divine portion of a Hittite sacrifice included the victim's heart, its liver, and a cut or two of its meat. 35 The repast of the deities might be augmented with various baked goods, 36 the blood of the slaughtered beast in most ritual contexts should simply be considered as the most prominent among the potables offered to the gods. Its function as a foodstuff is readily apparent in the following procedure:
Then they drive out the pig and cut it up. They dip a thin loaf of bread into the blood and set it down before the deity. But they (the ritual participants) eat the pig. They butcher it(s trunk), removing the entrails. …
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Because it was inevitably present when an animal was killed in the Hittite manner-on which I will say more below-blood came to stand pars pro toto for the sacrifice itself.
Hittite anatomical terminology is complex and not all of the relevant vocabulary has yet been satisfactorily explained. 40 One lexeme that over the years has posed considerable difficulties for Hittitologists is auli-, whose apparent meanings seemed rather difficult to reconcile. However, in a brilliant study, the late C. Kühne elucidated the semantic development of auli-: From an original meaning "neck (arteries)" there arose through metonymy the sense "spurt of blood. " Synechdoche then led to the sense "sacrificial animal, " and further to "(animal) offering. " 41 Beginning with the second element of the sequence, this evolution in meaning harmonizes well with that which I have just sketched for Hurroid zurki. An excerpt from a festival performed by the monarch is instructive in this regard:
The king steps up and sacrifices: one ox and three sheep for (the goddess) Mezzulla, one sheep for (the deity's) bird ornament and fibula, one sheep for the Storm-god of the Grove and (the god) Ḫ ulla. They (the ritual experts) lift the auli.
Thereafter, behind 42 the blood he makes the rounds of the sacred places (of the temple) with (libations of) beer, wine, tawal, and walḫ i.
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The fact that blood is not mentioned here until after the "lifting of the auli" suggests that it is this action that introduces the liquid into the rite-and into the ritual theater. 44 Since the primary meaning of auli-, once more, is "neck (arteries), " and its lifting results in spilt blood, the syntagm aulin karp-must indicate the positioning of the victim's throat to receive the fatal slashing. After the blow had been struck, the officiant could control the direction taken by the resultant eruption of blood, sending it upward or downward. It is this distinction that is expressed by the pair of technical terms "slaughter up" versus "slaughter down" (šarā / katta ḫ uek-).
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In this regard the Hittites seem to have observed a practice similar to that of the ancient Greeks by which animals offered to celestial and earthly gods were generally killed with their throats upward, while those intended for chthonic deities met their end with throats turned earthward. 46 Indeed, in Ḫ atti the blood of victims for the powers of the underworld was often directed 47 or poured into a specially prepared pit. 48 For example, an officiant sacrifices a sheep to an avatar of the Storm-god:
Then he allows the blood to collect in a beaker and sets it on the ground before the marapši Storm-god. Then the "seer" cuts off a little of the raw liver and heart and takes a little of the blood and sets it (all) down in the pit.
Then he stops up the pit with a loaf of ordinary bread while the (carcass of) the sheep is carried away. The temple employees butcher it. 49 Since the divinities of the Dark Earth, who were of course closely associated with death, 50 had a special affinity for blood, I would not deny that when the liquid is offered to them it does not merely constitute food but also carries the symbolic value of lost life. But this is a special case.
The usual general term in Hittite for "sacrifice; dedicate, " išpant-/ šipant-, 51 is cognate to Greek σπένδω, "libate. " But in light of the preceding argument, I believe that the semantic development by which this word derived its wider field of meaning in Hittite involved not only the pouring out of potable liquids, but also the manipulation of the spurting life's blood of the ritual victim. 52 In one instance, as mentioned earlier, ešḫ ar is actually governed by this verb:
The chief of the cooks cuts up ten sheep and two fattened bulls beside the hearth for the Storm-god. The chief of the cooks also brings a golden beaker.
Then he repeatedly dips it (the beaker) in the blood of the sheep, and repeatedly libates the blood before the offering stand. The use of blood as food and its function as a symbol of life and vigor, such as I have discussed for Ḫ atti, are commonplaces among the world's cultures. 54 The employment of blood as a purificatory substance as by the Hittites is a much rarer phenomenon, 55 but a practice well known in Israelite religion. 56 In Hittite texts this activity is expressed by the verb ešḫ arnumāi-, "to bloody. "
For instance, in a birth ritual of Kizzuwatnaean origin the birth apparatus breaks shortly before the baby's delivery-surely an ominous sign. Of simple construction, the birth stool can easily be repaired, but the evil influences revealed by its collapse must also be removed. Thus the practitioner "smears the birth stool and the pegs with the blood of two birds, each separately. And he twice makes meat offerings of two sheep and four birds before the birth stool. " 57 Later in the rite, "they set up a washbasin and smear it with the blood of a bird. "
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A further example may be drawn from a ritual for the erection of a new temple for a goddess and the installation therein of a newly constructed image of the deity. After several days of activities, "they smear the golden divine image, the wall (of the temple), and all of the implements of the new [deity] with blood so that the [new] deity and the temple will be pure. " 59 In addition, this manner of cleansing is attested for sacred places, 60 cultic furniture, 61 and ritual pits.
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What aspect of Hittite thought concerning blood might have led to its employment in this fashion? 63 On the basis of what we have already rehearsed here about the Hittite conception of blood, I tentatively suggest that the ancient Anatolians felt they were imparting a vivifying quality to the objects and locations that they daubed with this liquid. But it must be recalled that without exception, the texts featuring the verb ešḫ arnumāi-are late and Hurrian-influenced. That is, they belong to the Kizzuwatnaean stratum of Hittite cult, which introduced such
